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T HE CONTRASTING EFFECTS upon hematopoiesis of certain normal

and mutant genes in the mouse provide excellent material for analysis

of the nature of the interacting biochemical and physiologic processes con-

trolling hematopoiesis and of the action of the genes concerned. Two basic

premises underlie all such analyses: each of the alleles at a given locus affects

one, and only one, original process, usually the synthesis of a specific enzyme

or structural protein; and genes at different loci affect different processes,

except in the very rare event of translocation, by which means the same gene

may be represented twice at different positions in the same genome. The

task of the physiologic geneticist is to study observed effects of genic substitu-

tion, which may be many stages away from original gene action; to design and

carry out experiments identifying earlier stages in each gene-action pathway;

and to attempt to deduce from these what may be the precise nature of

original action of the genes at each of the loci affecting hematopoiesis.

Very similar highly �e1eterious effects are produced by mutant alleles at

the W-locus, in genetic linkage group III, and by mutant alleles at the Si-locus,

in linkage group IV.’2 Both W/W” mice and 51/Si” mice are characterized by
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severe macrocytic anemia, increased radiosensitivity, lack of hair pigmenta-

lion, and sterility (Russell,3 Bernstein4). These effects are not seen to any

significant degree in doubly heterozygous individuals carrying mutant alleles

at both loci; i.e., W/+’�’; 511+81 mice show very slight anemia, macrocytosis,

and near-normal reaction to radiation. They are also pigmented (though

spotted) and fertile. Nevertheless, the similarity of phenotypes associated with

mutants at the two loci suggest some close relationship between effects of

these two genic series. They might, for example, be expected to catalyze suc-

cessive stages in one metabolic pathway important in blood forming tissue.

Our findings regarding effects of these genes, however, allow for no such

simple relationship. The experiments reported in this paper demonstrate that

all except terminal effects of genes at the W-locus and the Si-locus are

extremely different.

In a previous study (McCulloch et al.5) the spleen-colony assay for hemo-

poietic stem cells was used to investigate certain aspects of the effects of the

W locus on hemopoiesis. These experiments indicated that W-genes affect

either the number of stem cells, or their capacity to form spleen colonies. It

was suggested that at least one feature of the phenotype of mice of W/W”

genotype, increased sensitivity to X rays (Bernstein,6) is related to this defect

in colony-forming capacity. In the present paper, we report the results of

experiments in which the spleen-colony method was applied to the study of

mice of genotype Si/Si”. As might be expected from the genetic and physio-

logic considerations outlined above, genes at the Si locus were found to affect

colony-formation; however, in contrast with the W gene, the Si genes were

found to exercise their control on the capacity of the body to support the

growth of spleen colonies, rather than on the nature of colony-forming cells

themselves.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Severely anemic mice of genotype SlISld, along with their hematologically normal

littermates of genotype +8h/+81, were produced at The Jackson Laboratory, by crossing

WC/Re�SlI+8l with C57BLI6J�Sld/+8l (WCB6F1). Each cross yielded, in addition to

the genetically anemic animals of genotype SlISld, two kinds of heterozygotes (Sld/+81,

SlI+sl), and normal animals of genotype +811+81. These littermates may be considered

to differ from each other genetically only at the Si-locus. In 1 experiment, animals of

genotype Sid/Sid were used, which were obtained by crossing C57BLI6J�Sld/+8l with

C3H/HeR1�Sid/+8t (C3B6F1). In addition, anemic animals of genotype W/Wv, obtained

by crossing WB�WI+w with C57BL/6J�WvI+u’ (WBB6F1), and C57BL/6JOci x C3H/

HeOci F3 hybrids (B6C3F1) from the annex colony of the Ontario Cancer Institute

were used.

The spleen-colony method of assaying for the proliferative capacity of cells derived from

hemopoietic tissue has been described elsewhere, (Till and McCulloch7) and (McCulloch

and Till8). In some experiments, mice of genotype W/W” irradiated with 150 rads were

used as recipients in the assay for colony formation (McCulloch et al.,5) by cells from

histocompatible mice of genotype SlISid. The reasons for considering colony-forming cells to

be hemopoietic stem cells have been published elsewhere (Siminovitch et al.9).

Total-body irradiations of animals and irradiation of marrow cell suspensions in vitro

with Co#{176}#{176}gamma-rays were carried out as (lescribed previously, (McCulloch and Till8).

In some experiments, assays were made of the number of colony-forming cells in the

spleens of lethally irradiated +811+81 and SI/Sid mice which had received transplants of
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CELLULAR BASIS OF HEMOPO�ETIC DEFECT 401

Table 1.-Colony-Formation by Hemopoietic CelLs from Mice of Genotypes Sl/Sl’,

Sl’/Sl’ and +811+81 in Irradiated +811+81 Mice

Exp. Genotype

Spleen Marrow

Cell Yield/Spleen
CFU8/1O’ Cells

± 95’� CL. Cell Yield/2 Femora
CFU/10� Cells

± 95 % CL.

1 +811+81

Sl/Sl”

2.2 x l0�

2.1 x 108

-

�

7.7 x 107f

5.4 x 107f

10.8 ± 6.7

4.1 ± 1.7

2 +811+81

Sl”/Sl”

2.1 x 10�

2.0 x 10�

1.8 ± 0.3

1.1 ± 0.2

4.3 x 10�

2.0 x 10�

21.1 ± 2.9

22.7 ± 2�5

#{176}CFU = colony forming unit.

f Includes cell yield per 2 tibiae.

normal marrow cells. These measurements were carried out using methods similar to

those described previously (McCulloch and Till�0). In brief, 2 x i0� nucleated marrow

cells from WCB6F1�+8l/+8l normal mice were injected into each of a group of anemic

mice of genotype WCB6F1-Sl/Sl” that had been irradiated prior to injection with 800

rads of Co60 gamma-rays, and into similarly irradiated normal litterniate controls. At

intervals from the third day to the ninth day, a single animal from each group was killed,

and the cells from the spleen of each animal were suspended in CMRL 1066 cell-culture

medium (Parker11). Counts were made in a hemocytometer to determine the cell con-

centrations in the spleen cell suspensions, and the colony-forming efficiency of each sus-

pension was tested by injecting a suitable number of cells into irradiated (150 rads)

histocompatible mice of genotype WIWV and counting the number of spleen colonies

present after 10 days (McCulloch et al.5).

Pairs of animals of genotype Sl/Sld and +811+81 were joined in parabiosis using the

method of Brecher and Cronkite.’2 A test of successful establishment of parabiosis was

performed for each of the pairs used, by injecting the normal +8V+8t member of the

pair with Cr51-labelled erythrocytes, (Veall and Vetter’3) 19 days after the animals were

joined, and determining the radioactivity present in samples of blood taken from each

animal of the pair 7 to 8 days later. The radioactivity present in the blood sample was

detected using a well-type scintillation counter. We are grateful to Dr. A. J. Becker for

carrying out these procedures.

Hematocrit levels were determined as described previously (Russell’4) and erythrocyte

counts were carried out using a Coulter particle-counter, Model B (Coulter Electronics,

Hialeah, Florida).

Tissue sections for histologic examination were prepared from spleens that had been

fixed overnight in Bouin’s solution, then stored in 70 per cent ethyl alcohol. Sections

were prepared when required and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

RESULTS

Colony-f o’rmation by hemopoietic ceiL� from Si/Si” and Si’/Si’ mice: In the

initial experiments, tests were made of the ability of cells derived from

mice of genotypes Si/Si” and Si’/Sl’ to form colonies in the spleens of heavily

irradiated recipient mice of normal +81/+81 genotype. Accordingly, cell suspen-

sions were obtained from the marrow of WCB6F1-Si/Si’ mice, from the

marrows and spleens of C3B6F1-Sl’/Si’ mice, and from their littermate con-

trols. A suitable aliquot from each cell suspension was injected intravenously

into each of a group of heavily irradiated (900 rads) B6C3F1�+8l/+8l recipient

mice. After 10 days, the surviving animals were killed, their spleens fixed in

Bouin’s solution, and the visible spleen colonies counted. The results are

presented in table 1. It may be seen from the table that although the total
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CELLULAR BASIS OF HEMOPOIETIC DEFECT 403

yield of marrow cells per two femora was smaller from the Si/Si” and Si”/Si”

animals than from the littermate controls, there was little difference in their

efficiencies of colony formation, expressed as colony-forming units ( CFU)

per 10i� nucleated marrow cells. Similar results were obtained when the

colony-forming efficiency of Sl’/Si’ spleen cells was compared with that of

spleen cells from +811+81 controls.

The experimental results shown in table 1 failed to demonstrate any

important defect in colony-forming capacity in cells derived from mice of

genotypes SI/Si” and Si’/Si’. Histologic examination of colonies obtained from

mice of genotype Si/Si” showed they contained differentiated cells of the eryth-

rocytic, granulocytic and megakaryocytic series, as well as cells too primitive

to be identified. No morphologic difference was detected between colonies

derived from cells of anemic animals, and those derived from normal mice.

Since histologic examination had failed to detect a defect in colony-forma-

tion by cells derived from mice of genotype Si/Si”, a more rigorous functional

test was applied. Previous experiments had shown that mice of genotype W/W”

could, in almost all cases, be cured of their anemia by the transplantation of

normal coisogenic hemopoietic cells (Russell et al.’5). Occasional failures arc

attributable to technical error. Thus, capacity to “cure” the anemia of mice

of genotype W/W” could be used as a criterion of “normality” of hemopoietic

cells derived from Si/Si”. The experiment was performed as follows: WBB6F,

hybrid mice of genotype W/W” were x-irradiated with 150 rads and then

given injections of 6 x 106 nucleated cells obtained from the femoral marrow of

WCB6F1-Si/Sl” or +811+81 donors. At 30-day intervals thereafter, hematocrit

determinations and erythrocyte counts were made on blood from the orbital

sinus of W/W’ recipients. Transplant success was evaluated on the basis of

change in peripheral blood values. The results shown in table 2 indicate that

Si/Si’ cells implant rapidly and have a long-lasting beneficial effect on treated

W/W” animals. Indeed, marrow cells derived from Si/Si” mice appear to be at

least as effective as cells from +811+81 mice in curing the anemia of WIW” mice.

The blood picture of 4 W/W” mice receiving Si/Si” marrow, and of 3 out of 5

W/W” mice receiving +1+ marrow, changed to cell numbers, cell sizes, and

hematocrit levels characteristic of +/+ individuals within 30 days after im-

plantation. Thus, this stringent test also failed to detect a lesion in stem cells

from 51/Si” mice.

Radiosensitivity of marrow ceiLs from mice of Si/Si” genotype: The findings

outlined above, which indicate that cells from mice of genotype Si/Si” have

normal colony-forming capacity, leave unexplained the anemia and the un-

usually high radiosensitivity of these animals (Bernstein4). The latter feature

might be the result of an unusually high radiosensitivity of the colony-forming

cells, since evidence has been presented, (McCulloch et al.5) which links

these cells with repair of injury caused by exposure to ionizing radiation. To

test this hypothesis, we measured the radiation sensitivity of the colony-

forming ability of cells derived from the marrow of mice of genotype Si/Si”.

Suitable aliquots of marrow were irradiated in vitro with Co6#{176}gamma-rays,

and their colony-forming ability was measured by injecting suitable numbers
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Fig. 1.-Fractional survival of the colony-forming ability of irradiated WCB6F1-
Si S1’ marrow cells, compared with unirradiated controls, as a function of radiation

dose in rads. The cells were irradiated in vitro with Co6#{176}gamma-rays. The solid

curve represents the survival curve obtained previously for B6C3F1-+�’/+�’ marrow

cells irradiated in vitro, McCulloch and Till (1962)

into groups of seven histocompatible mice of genotype W/Wv that had re-

ceive(l 150 rads of total-body irradiation prior to injection of the cells. Results

obtained from two experiments are shown in figure 1. The solid curve shown

in figure 1 represents the survival curve obtained previously (McCulloch and

Till8) for normal marrow cells irradiated in vitro. Thus, it is apparent from the

figure that the colony-forming ability of marrow cells from Si/Sid mice is not

more sensitive to irradiation than that of cells from normal mice.

Test of growth of normai marrow cell transplants in irradiated Sl/Si�’ hosts:

All the experiments described above had failed to demonstrate any feature of

the growth of colony-forming cells from mice of genotype Si/Si” that would

explain either the increased radiosensitivity of these animals or their macro-

cytic anemia. This failure suggested that the defect in the genetically anemic

animals might be extrinsic to their colony-forming cells. If such a defect exists,

it is to be expected that the tissues of mice of genotype Si/Si” would be

deficient in their ability to promote the growth of normal colony-forming cells.

In order to examine this possibility the growth of normal hemopoietic cells

was measured following transplantation into irradiated mice of genotype

Si/Si”. The experiments were carried out as follows: WCB6F1 hybrid mice of

genotypes Si/Sid and +81/+81 were irradiated with 800 rads of Co6#{176}gamma-

radiation, and given injections of 2 x 10� nucleated marrow cells obtained from

+81/+81 donor animals. At various times thereafter, determinations of total
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Fig. 2.-Test of the growth of +�‘/‘ +‘� marrow cells in irradiated (800 rads)

+ 81/ + 81 and Si/Si” mice. (a) Total nucleated cells per spleen as a function of
time after implantation of the marrow cells. (b) Colony-forming units (CFU) per
spleen as a function of time. Open circles: spleens of Sl/Sl’ mice. Closed circles:

spleens of +81/+81 mice. The solid curve shown in part b. represents results obtained
in a previous study, McCulloch and Till (1964).

content of nucleated cells and efficiencies of colony-formation per 105 nucleated

cells were carried out on the spleens of the treated Si/Si” and control animals

(see MATERIALS AND METHODS). The results are given in figure 2. In the figure,

the total yield of nucleated cells (fig. 2a), and the number of colony-forming

units (CFU) per spleen (fig. 2b) is shown as a function of the time between

the injection of the cells and the removal of the spleen. It is evident from the
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Fig. 3.-Gross appearance of the

spleens of irradiated WCB6F1 mice
on the ninth day after implanta-

tion of + 81/ + 81 marrow cells.
(a.) Spleen of a mouse of genotype

Si/Si”. (b) Spleen of +811±81 con-
trol.

data in figure 2, that the injected cells grew in the irradiated normal hosts.

Indeed, the data on the growth of colony-forming cells in irradiated normal

hosts are in good agreement with the results of a more extensive study of

normal colony-forming cell proliferation previously published (McCulloch and

Till’#{176}),and shown as the solid line in figure 2b. In contrast, the growth of the

same suspension of normal cells was strikingly inhibited in irradiated mice of

genotype Si/Si”. Almost no increase in total cell yield or in colony-forming

capacity was detected from the sixth to the tenth day, during which time a

more than tenfold increase occurred in the colony-forming capacity of cells in

irradiated normal hosts.

The spleen of one animal from each group was taken for histologic examina-

tion on the ninth day following injection of normal marrow cells into irradi-

ated hosts. The gross appearance of these spleens is shown in figure 3.

The spleen from the control animal (fig. 3b) is large because it contains many

colonies which have overlapped. The spleen from the mouse of genotype Si/Si”

(fig. 3a) is small by comparison with the control, and only very slight evidence

of colony-formation can he detected. The histologic appearance of the spleens

is shown in the photomicrographs of figure 4. The two pictures at the left side

of the figure (figs. 4a and b) are from the spleen shown in figure 3a, whereas

those on the right (figs. 4c and d) are from the control spleen shown in figure

3b. It is evident from the photomicrographs of the normal spleen (figs. 4c and
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Fig. 4.-Photomicrographs of the spleens of irradiated +“/+� and Si’S!’1 mice

shown in figure 3. A. and B. (left), Si, ‘Sl�’ x 18 and x 280. C. and D. (right),

+81/+81, x 18 and x 280.

CELLULAE BASIS OF HEMOPOIETIC DEFECT 407

d) that the red pulp is filled with rapidly growing hemopoietic cells, including

erythrocytic, granulocytic, and megakaryocytic elements. In contrast, the red

pulp of the spleen of the genetically anemic mouse (fig. 4a and b) is empty,

and only occasional small foci of hemopoietic cells could be found. It is

interesting to note, however, that the germinal centres of the white pulp of

both spleens appear to be regenerated, and indeed are as prominent in the

spleen from the anemic mouse as in the control. The histologic observations

of figure 4, therefore, confirm the finding that normal marrow cells do not

proliferate and differentiate normally upon injection into irradiated mice of

genotype Si/Si”.

Test of parabionts: In the experiments described above, the failure of +“/+�‘

marrow cells to proliferate and differentiate normally upon transplantation

into irradiated Si/Si” hosts indicated a defect in the ability of these hosts to
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Table 3.-Test of Growth of +�/ � Marrow Cells in irradiated Si/Si” and
+�‘/ +81 Mice Joined in Parabiosis

Time of Implantation
of Cells 7 Days 8 Days

- Genotype of irradiated ±811+81 S1/Sid +811+81 Sl/Sid

recipient

Cr� activity in blood 4642 3992 2342 3246

Counts/mm/lOt) RBC

Nucleated cells per 46.8 2.6 26.0 1.6

spleen x 10-v

CFU per 105 nuck’ated 0.46 0,28 0.78 0.46

spleen cells

CFU per spleen 2150 7:3 2000 74

support the growth of normal hemopoietic colony-forming cells. It was of

interest to determine whether or not this defect in Si/Si” hosts could be

rectified by joining them in paral)iosis to littermate +811+81 animals. This

would he expected to occur if, for example, the defect were due to an alteration

in the activity of some factor normally present in the circulation of + 811+81

animals.

To examine this possibility, two Si/Si” mice were joined in parabiosis with

+�‘/ +81 littermates. After an interval of 19 days to permit the establishment of

paral)iosis, the pairs of animals were irradiated with 800 rads of Co6#{176}radiation
and both animals were tested for their ability to support the growth of trans-

plants of 2 x J#{216}ifnucleated marrow cells from normal +81/+81 donors. At the

same time, the normal +811+81 member of the pair was injected with CrM..

labelled erythrocytes. One pair of animals was killed 7 days after transplanta-

tion of the cells, their spleens were removed and cell suspensions made. The

concentration of nucleated cells, and the colony-forming capacity of the cells

in these suspensions was then determined. At the same time, a sample of

l)lOOd was taken from each animal and its content of radioactivity was

determined. The same procedure was carried out on the spleens of the second

pair of animals one day later. The results are given in table 3. It may be seen

that although the radioactivity present in approximately equal amounts in the

I)lood of both members of each pair indicated that parabiosis had been

established successfully in each case, the ability of the irradiated Si/Si” animals

to support the growth of transplants of normal marrow cells was still impaired.

Further, normal marrow transplants were also still able to grow in the irradi-

ated +811+81 members of the parabiotic pairs. Thus, joining the anemic Si/Si”

animals to normal littermates in parabiosis had no detectable effect on the

ability of either member of the parabiotic pair to support the growth of normal

colony-forming cells.

DIsCUsSIoN

It is of interest to compare the findings obtained in our experiments on mice

of genotype Si/Si” with those previously published for mice of genotype W/W’

(McCulloch et al.5). As indicated earlier, these animals are phenotypically

very similar. Specifically both have a defect in hemopoiesis which results in a
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CELLULAR BASIS OF HEMOPOIETIC DEFECT 409

macrocytic anemia ( Russell’4 ) and increased sensitivity to the lethal effects of

ionizing radiation ( Bernstein8) . It is now apparent that part of the defect in

hemopoiesis in both is related to deficiency in the process of colony- formation.

However, the defect in colony-formation in Si/Si” mice is found to be very

different from that in W/W’ mice. In the latter case the defect was shown to

be in the colony-forming cells themselves, whereas the colony-forming cells

in mice of genotype Si/Si” appear to be normal, but fail to function because the

tissues of these mice are incapable of supporting their proliferation and

differentiation. On this basis, one might anticipate that a combination of

normal cells derived from mice of genotype Si/Si” implanted into the environ-

ment provided by mice of genotype W/W’ would yield a functioning hemo-

poietic system. Indeed, the injections of marrow cells from mice of genotype

51/Si” into lightly irradiated mice of genotype W/W” led to a curing of the

anemia in the latter animals. The nature cf the defect in the tissues of Si/Si”

animals remains obscure. It is very enlightening, however, to realize that

defects in hematopoiesis arising from gene action within certain blood-forming

cells (W/W’) and defects arising from gene action in other cells with second-

ary effects upon blood formation (Si/Si”) can result in extremely similar severe

macrocytic anemias.

SUMMARY

The proliferation and function of hemopoietic cells derived from genetically

anemic Si/Sid mice have been studied by the use of cell transplantation

technics. It was found that marrow cells derived from anemic Si/Si” or Sidl/Si’1

mice, when implanted into heavily irradiated mice of genotype +81/+8l, are

capable of forming macroscopic spleen colonies, with approximately the same

frequency as cells derived from normal +81/+81 mice. Marrow cells derived

from Si/SI” animals were tested for their capacity to cure the anemia of W/Wr

mice and were found to implant as rapidly and to have as long-lasting a

beneficial effect as did marrow cells from +81/+81 mice. The radiosensitivity

of the colony-forming ability of marrow cells from Si/Si’ mice was found to

be similar to that found previously for +81/+81 marrow cells, although the

anemic animals are known to be more sensitive to total-body irradiation than

are their normal littermates. Marrow cells from +81/+81 mice were found to

proliferate more slowly in irradiated mice of genotype Si/Si” than in irradiated

+81/+81 littermates, even when the anemic and the normal mice were joined

in parahiosis. These observations indicate that the hemopoietic colony-forming

cells in mice of genotype Si/Si” are normal, hut fail to function adequately be-

cause the tissues of mice of this genotype are unable to provide sufficient sup-

port for proliferation and differentiation of these progenitor cells.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

Le proliferation e le function de cellulas hematopoietic derivate ab genet-

icamente anemic muses Si/Si” esseva studiate per le uso de technicas cyto-

transplantatori. Esseva trovate que cellulas medullari derivate ab anemic

muses Si/Si” o Si”/Si’, quando illos es implantate ad in fortemente irradiate
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muses del genotypos +81/+81, es capace de formar macroscopic colonias splenic

con approximativemente Ic mesme frequentia como cellulas derivate ab nor-

mal muses +81/+fh. Cellulas medullari derivate ab animales Si/Si” esseva

testate pro br capacitate de guarir le anemia de muses W/W”, e il esseva

trovate que illos poteva esser implantate tanto rapidemente e que illos habeva

un effecto benefic tanto durative como cellulas medullari ab muses

Esseva etiam constatate que Ic radiosensibilitate del potentia de formar col-

onias le qual es presente in le cellulas medullari ab muses Si/Si” es simile a

illo previemente trovate P’�#{176}cellulas medullari + sl/ + Si, ben que le animales

anemic es coguoscitemente plus sensibile pro irradiation del corpore total

que br normal fraternos. Cellulas medullari ab muses +fh/+81 proliferava plus

lentemente in irradiate fraternos +8l/+81, mesmo quando le muses anemic e le

muses normal esseva jungite parabioticamente. Iste observationes indica que

Ic cellulas hematopoietic capace (be formar colonias in muses del genotypo

Si/Sid es normal, sed non functiona adequatemente pro que Ic tissus de muses

de iste genotypo non es capace de provider un sufficiente supporto pro le

proliferation e differentiation de iste cellulas progenitori.
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